
 
Blog and Article Content Examples by Victoria Wright Online 
 
The following pages offer a variety of blog entries and short articles that have been previously published.  I have 
included before each entry the final word count and the specific keywords if they were provided by the clients.  All of 
these articles have been written to the client’s specific needs and by their particular requirements. 
 

Blogs/Short Articles 

Blog entry – 512 word count – Client keywords- oil spill, claim, CSSP 

Victims of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill - Learn How You Can Actually Start to 

Recover 

If you, your family or your business suffered because of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in April 2010, you now have a 

way to get your claim filed and settled. Due to the latest changes, you are now able to begin recovering your damages by 

filing a claim through the Court Supervised Settlement Program (CSSP). Even claims previously denied by the GCCF are 

eligible to re-file with the CSSP as of June 4, 2012. So if you have been on the verge of giving up, stop, learn more about 

your options, and get started with real recovery.  

Prior to June 2012, people and businesses affected by the BP oil spill had to file claims through the Gulf Coast Claims 

Facility (GCCF). Many claimants found themselves lost in the system, without answers about what was even happening 

with their claim. Others were denied for reasons that were either left unexplained or blamed on lack of proper 

documentation or other technicalities. Since then, the courts have made the decision that all claims are now to be handled 

by the Court Supervised Settlement Program (CSSP). The new program says it has been put in place to truly help those 

who have suffered as a result of this terrible disaster. Victims of the devastating spill now have a chance to file new or 

denied claims, with many organizations willing to help potential claimants get started. While using a service like this isn't 

a necessity, it does provide many benefits…depending on the service you choose.  

While some groups are claiming to be either super fast or above the rest for one reason or another, others seem truly 

dedicated to informing and educating their clients about the entire process. While most of these services will handle the 

claim in a similar manner, some will help for the claimants to actually get through the entire process, providing ties to 

every service, attorneys, accountants, business law experts, or analysts that a claimant might need. Some of the companies 

offer blogs and news on all sorts of the devastation caused by the oil companies' negligence, looking at the disaster from 

all angles. Do your homework and look at many of these companies before making your choice. Find the one that suits 

you best and get that claim filed.  

Under the new CSSP system, parties injured by the oil spill have a chance to prove it and recover some of the funds they 

have lost. Even businesses that have been indirectly affected are able to recover damages if it can be proven that they have 

lost revenue due to the Gulf oil spill in 2010. If you have been adversely affected by the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, you 

must file your claim if you want to be able to recover those losses. There are set deadlines which must be noted by anyone 

that may have a potential claim. Many of the services available to aid the victims of the BP oil spill will assess your claim 

for free, so it does not have to cost you to see if you are eligible.  

 
Blog entry - Word count 359 – Client keywords – homepage, Cherry Hill Nissan 

Cherry Hill Nissan Dealership: Whatever you Want to Know, Our Homepage Has the 

Answers for You 

Cherry Hill Nissan is a brand name dealership that treats its customers as if they were family. Our homepage at 

pennsaukennissan.com is filled with information on how to save money, find the cars you need, and provide everything 

http://www.gulfcoastclaimsfacility.com/
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you seek for an affordable rate. Because at Cherry Hill Nissan, you are part of our family, we do our utmost to give you 

the car you seek that fulfills all your needs, wants and desires. No one should ever walk out of our showroom without a 

smile on their face, whether they were here for a question, a purchase or servicing.  

Our Cherry Hill Nissan dealership has been rated as one of the best services in the state, as opposed to other car dealers 

that have ludicrous rates, second-rate vehicles and uncertified services for the public. Here, you’re treated like royalty, 

because we recognize the importance our clients have. You as our customers is what makes us strive for the best in our 

services and we promise you nothing less than reliable customer support, affordable rates, top notch vehicles and our 

undivided attention.  

Our home page provides more in-depth information about our work and the types of cars we provide. No matter if you’re 

looking for midsize car, a truck, a sports utility vehicle, a crossover, compact or anything else you can imagine. The 

Nissan line makes it all and here at Cherry Hill Nissan or on our home page, we have it all—ready and waiting for you to 

take a closer look or a test drive. Don’t avoid this offer to take a closer look at what we have available so that you know 

your car model’s information like the back of your hand. 

At Cherry Hill Nissan in Cherry Hill, NJ, we know the importance of your needs in a vehicle. We’ve all been there at one 

point, so it’s understandable that you’re still looking for the right price and the perfect car until you come to our 

dealership and all your dreams come true. Visit us for more information at pennsaukennissan.com and don’t miss your 

chance for a $500 special savings coupon on your next offer.  

 

Blog entry – 507 word count – Client keyword - bathroom remodeling Bethesda 

Bathroom Remodeling from Bethesda: Luxury Baths You Can Afford 

There will always come a time in your life when you’ll request the services of bathroom remodeling in Bethesda, MD. In 

the past, you didn’t spend more than 20 minutes or so in the bathroom preparing for the day. Nowadays, the bathroom has 

become a more personal space for you and your family, almost like another living room where you can relax in peace and 

quiet. With that being the case, it is imperative to have a bathroom with aesthetic appeal, multi-functional facilities and 

space to move around in. One of the primary reasons why some homes sell for such a high price is because of the 

luxurious bathrooms and bath conveniences that a home is equipped with.  

Bathroom remodeling from Bethesda keeps up with the most recent trends and looks in bathroom renovations. It is one of 

the few services aware of the newest development in bathroom styling where they remove the old tub and shower combo 

and install a more Zen type of environment. The bathroom area is no longer meant just for preparing yourself in the 

morning, but rather for ending your day well. Most bathroom renovations are intended to provide a calm and relaxing 

ambience with enough space to walk about in.   

Many bathroom modifications by bathroom remodeling in Bethesda include saunas, Jacuzzis, tanning showers, 

therapeutic showers and even remote controlled massage tubs. Judging by your budget, your bathroom can be completely 

remodeled or just have a few things replaced or covered. Customers that are usually on a tight budget pick to replace the 

object in their bathroom that needs the most fixing such as the sink, tub or toilet. There are four primary ways to go about 

fixing a bathroom:  

1. Do a surface-level remodeling of your bathroom, where the motto is “cover, don’t replace”. In a situation like this, 

home owners simply fix up the structures that subtract from your bath’s appeal. Rather than spending the money 

to replace an object, they just cover it up and make it look new.  

2. Change the bathroom’s layout by rearranging fixtures and objects. This is similar to moving around the furniture 

in your house for the sake of having more space to walk across. Because sinks and toilets or tubs are difficult to 

http://pennsaukennissan.com/


 
uninstall and reorganize, this preference requires a plumber and electrician in some cases to remove the objects 

you want to rearrange.  

3. Make the bathroom bigger by clearing out an unused wall or closet space and adding a Jacuzzi, shower or even a 

sauna. 

4. Do a complete bathroom overhaul by tearing out everything in your bath area and replacing it with brand new 

fixtures and equipment. This is usually the most costly of all other options but in the long run, it enhances your 

home’s value and provides you with a more vibrant bathroom environment.  

For more information, design ideas and tips on how to turn your shabby bathroom into a luxury room, please visit Acker 

& Sons, Inc. at http://www.ackerandsonsinc.com/. Your dream bathroom is only a click away.  

 

Blog entry – 551 word count – Client keywords - media player, software, iTunes store, music, videos 

Apple ITunes – the Rise to the Cloud 

Apple iTunes is the media player program that allows users to download, play, save and sort both digital music and video 

files on computers. Digital media on Apple's iPod, iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad can also be managed with this program. 

Apple's iTunes was introduced to the public by Apple Inc. on January 9, 2001. Offering reasonably priced music and a 

simple to use interface, Apple iTunes software was being installed on computers everywhere.  

Before becoming iTunes, the SoundJam MP software was developed by Bill Kincaid. Released by Casady & Greene in 

1999, the media player software was renamed iTunes after being acquired by Apple in 2000. Jeff Robbin, Bill Kincaid, 

and Dave Heller, all involved in SoundJam's creation, moved to Apple as part of the purchase, where they still work as the 

software's original developers.  

The most current version of iTunes can read, write and convert between MP3, AIFF, WAV, MPEG-4, AAC and Apple 

Lossless (.m4a) formats. The Windows version of iTunes has the ability to automatically transcode DRM-free WMA files 

to other audio formats, but will not support playback of WMA files nor will it transcode DRM protected WMA files. To 

compensate for not having a physical CD, iTunes offers a way to print custom-made CD jewel case inserts that include 

song and album lists. After a CD is burned from a playlist, the user can select the playlist, pull up a box with several print 

options, and either chooses to print a single album cover for iTunes albums or a compilation cover for the user-created 

playlists, complete with art on one side and track titles on the other.  

The iTunes software has been adapted for the changing needs of Apple products. In late April 2003, the iTunes Store was 

opened. The software-based online digital media store opened with more than 200,000 items available for purchase. In 

less than seven years online, the iTunes store had added the 10 billionth music download, quickly becoming the top music 

vendor worldwide. In addition to music the iTunes Store also offers full-length movies and television episodes.  

While movies are usually priced below the cost of the DVD version, television episodes are around twice the cost of a 

single song download. The iTunes Store now offers over 20,000,000 songs, including exclusive tracks, over 150,000 

podcasts for subscription, over 20,000 hours of audio books provided by Audible.com, and countless music videos, 

movies and television programs. In 2007 iTunes U was announced, offering audio and video content plus PDF files 

providing educational content for students of all ages. The service was created to manage, distribute, and control access to 

educational media and materials within educational institutions, Kindergarten through college-level, as well as the wide-

ranging Internet.  

The iTunes App Store allows users to download applications through the iTunes desktop software and the App Store on 

their iPhones. By October 2011, there were over 500,000 applications available. The applications can only operate on 

Apple's iPhones, iPod Touch or iPads and software notifies users when updates are available.  

http://www.ackerandsonsinc.com/
http://web.archive.org/web/200101240835/http:/www.apple.com/pr/library/2001/jan/09itunes.html
http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2010/02/25iTunes-Store-Tops-10-Billion-Songs-Sold.html


 
In June of 2011 iTunes in the Cloud was introduced as an element of iTunes 10.3.1, allowing for wireless synchronization 

of iTunes Store purchases across your many devices. The Apple iTunes software and iTunes Store have greatly changed 

the way people purchase and utilize music and other forms of media.  

 
Blog entry - 515 word count – Client keywords - Apple, iPhone, iOS, smartphone, Steve Jobs 

Examining the Apple iPhone 

A large number of people worldwide stay connected daily through the use of smartphones. The mind behind this sweeping 

trend was Steve Jobs, then CEO of Apple, revealing the first iPhone to the public in January 2007. By June 2007 the entire 

world was buying Apple iPhones as fast as they could be produced. Since then, the Apple Smartphone's iOS (originally 

called the iPhone OS) has changed with each of the five versions, drawing in even more consumers with every upgrade. 

Initially, the Apple iPhone could function as a camera, media player, internet browser, and phone, allowing texting and 

video voicemail offered over Wi-Fi and 3G services. The current version is the iPhone 4S, a 5th generation Smartphone 

that joins the 3.5-inch iPod Touch with superior mobile phone capabilities. Tim Cook, Apple's CEO following the 

announcement of Steve Jobs' resignation, made his first product launch without his Apple co-founder. Jobs' health had 

been deteriorating and he passed away the day after Cook's announcement of iPhone 4S.  

The highly anticipated 5th-gen iPhone was made available to the public starting in October 2011. This super-dynamic 

Smartphone includes a variety of advanced, high-tech features and many beneficial software updates. A higher quality 

camera with 1080p video recording, face detection, and video stabilization have provided much better camera and video 

capabilities, while a faster dual core processor supports both GSM/UMTS and CDMA on one chip, as well as GLONASS 

support and an amazing voice control system that is known as Siri. Integrated software and hardware revolutionizes with 

the addition of new user interface as well as new and improved functions created by Apple. Some of these technologically 

advanced upgrades include the voice recognizing and talking assistant Siri, plus the benefits of personal computer 

independence and cloud-sourced data. Some of the functions also feature voice-controlled use. The iOS user interface is 

employs direct manipulation through the use of multi-touch gestures that control elements consisting of sliders, buttons, 

and switches. The response is immediate and presents an exceptionally smooth and fluid interface. Internal accelerometers 

are utilized by some applications offering the availability of response to shaking the device or rotating it in three 

dimensions, further advancing the applications that can be used on this Smartphone. The iOS is derived from the Mac OS 

X, which means it offers a UNIX operating system.  

Previous versions of the Apple iPhone had already revolutionized the mobile phone industry, bringing forth a new and 

highly improved use of innovative technology with every version's release. Other companies have scrambled trying to 

compete, continuously driven by the world's insatiable hunger for Apple iPhones and all Apple products in general. In 

spite of high-performance competitors on the market, Apple's iPhones have remained among the most desirable to 

consumers. Although all of the acclaimed Apple Smartphone predecessors were released while the corporation was under 

direction of well-known founder, Steve Jobs, the current and highly successful version of iPhone was unveiled by the 

current CEO, Tim Cook. Since Steve Jobs' passing, Apple's technology and products have continued to thrive and promise 

to continue to set the bar for the industry.  

 

Blog entry – 399 word count – Client keywords - Mitsubishi fuso parts  

Fred Beans Parts: Where the Honest Mitsubishi Fuso Car Parts Come From 

If you’re looking for a reliable, honest and affordable car parts store to resolve your Mitsubishi Fuso problems, then look 

no further than Fred Beans Parts at http://www.fredbeansparts.com. You can look up your car class, model, trim and year 

as well as our stacked inventory for every piece you are considering replacing or fixing. At 

www.mitsubishipartsonline.com, we have every type of car part you can think of from OEMs to genuine Mitsubishi parts 

to make certain that that Mitsubishi Fuso is in tip-top shape by the time you’re done repairing it.  

http://www.apple.com/icloud/features/
http://www.macworld.com/article/1054769/iphone.html
http://www.apple.com/iphone/features/
http://eetimes.com/electronics-products/fpga-pld-products/4097066/There-s-more-to-MEMS-than-meets-the-iPhone
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tim_Cook
http://www.fredbeansparts.com/
http://www.mitsubishipartsonline.com/


 
Most problems that occur with Mitsubishi Fuso is that its hydraulic brakes would be out of order, it tends to get issues 

with its antilock brake system and it also has faulty weather resistance from time to time. Luckily for you, Fred Beans 

Parts has a solution to all of the aforementioned problems down to the last crook and cranny of your vehicle. We have 

genuine parts and OEM pieces of your model and year, whatever it may be, that can be found online or at our physical 

store if you drop by. We can have those parts installed in no time at all, or we could ship them to your door to do it 

yourself.  

When ordering your necessary Mitsubishi Fuso parts from Fred Beans Parts, keep in mind a few things that will save you 

money and ease your purchasing process. Make sure you know what the problem is with your car, first and foremost. Be 

certain that you take your vehicle to a mechanic if necessary, or even come to our store to inspect it, and find what faults it 

has. The next step is ordering the parts you need: for this you must be certain of your car model, trim and year as well as 

the part number that you’re looking for. Once your purchase is through, add up all the costs of the things you chose 

including shipping so that no extra values pop up at the end of the day.  

At Fred Beans Parts in Doylestown, PA, we care about your car and safety on the roads as much as you do. When you 

come in, you’re a customer, but when you leave, you’re a long-time friend. Look up our inventory and ratings at 

http://www.fredbeansparts.com. For any further assistance on your Mitsubishi Fuso or other Mitsubishi related questions, 

visit us at www.mitsubishipartsonline.com.  

 

 

Blog entry – 371 word count – Client keywords – Mitsubishi Montero 

Fred Beans Parts: Everything For Your Mitsubishi Montero 

Like any other car out there, yours is bound to come across some kind of calamity at some point in your driving 

experience. For the right and affordable Mitsubishi Montero parts for your vehicle, come to Fred Beans Parts or visit us at 

http://www.fredbeansparts.com. We can guarantee that we have the parts that you need for your vehicle at an affordable 

rate at www.mitsubishipartsonline.com.  

Mitsubishi Monteros usually have transmission leaks, problems with the engine or faulty brake vacuum hoses. Though 

many other things can go wrong with the car, just like any other vehicle, the Mitsubishi Montero is well known for those 

aforementioned maladies. At Fred Beans Parts, however, we have pieces and gadgets from as far back as the early 2000 

Mitsubishi models. You can either install the pieces yourself or ask our qualified mechanics to help you out.  

When ordering your Mitsubishi Montero parts from Fred Beans Parts, like any other mechanic stores that you may ever 

consider getting parts from, you need to keep in mind a few things that will save you money, time and effort off your 

purchases. Be certain of the dilemma your car is experiencing. Take it to a shop or drive by us to inspect it and give you a 

full report on what the problem may be. Next, find the parts that you need for your car. For this, you need to be absolutely 

sure of your car class, model, trim and year so that you don’t risk replacing a damaged part with something that won’t fit 

or make your car run right. Finally, once your purchase for your Mitsubishi Montero parts is through, add up the cost of 

everything you ordered including the shipping costs and any additional taxes so that you’re not surprised with any extra 

numbers.  

At Fred Beans Parts in Doylestown, PA, we care about your Mitsubishi Montero as much as you do. If you want direct 

information and parts or even to research, visit our site at www.mitsubishipartsonline.com.  We know that fixing that car 

is of the utmost importance to you and we are prepared to guide you through every step of the way with our certified 

mechanics, top-notch car parts, and trusted customer support at http://www.fredbeansparts.com.  

http://www.fredbeansparts.com/
http://www.mitsubishipartsonline.com/
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http://www.mitsubishipartsonline.com/
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Blog entry – 607 word count – Client requested content detailing the “meaning of constipation”. 

What is Constipation?  

Constipation isn’t the same for everyone that experiences it.  There are even differences between age groups as well.  For 

the average adult, the meaning of constipation is usually either infrequent bowel movements, or producing only hard stool 

that is painful and hard to pass.  Constipation for a normal, healthy adult is determined by how infrequent and sometimes 

how hard the stool is to pass.  Most doctors define constipation as meaning that the patient has less than three bowel 

movements per week.  It is considered severe constipation if the patient passes less than one stool per week.  While some 

people may have daily bowel movements, many only have one every two to three days.  You know what your usual 

schedule is and if you feel you are constipated or are in the beginning of constipation, there are many simple, natural ways 

to help your digestive and intestinal tract back on the move.       

When constipation is referred to in relation to an infant, all rules change.  Babies that are only on a formula and especially 

those on a breast milk diet may only have bowel movements once a week.  A baby is not diagnosed as being constipated 

unless they have extremely dry, dense stool that is noticeably hard for the baby to pass and causes moderate to severe 

straining.  Any baby that has soft stool, even if they do strain some, is not considered constipated.  Babies require a little 

more monitoring since they can’t describe their feeling to us.  If you believe an infant is having moderate to severe 

discomfort with most bowel movements it is recommended that you consult with a medical professional.  While they may 

be experiencing something completely normal, it is always better to have a professional assess the child to ensure there 

are not other reasons that the infant may be having trouble having a bowel movement.         

For elderly patients constipation can be caused by many factors and if it becomes a persistent problem or seems to be a 

radical change to bowel habits, a doctor or medical professional should be contacted.  Elderly patients in particular are 

susceptible to constipation for many reasons, like medications they take or have changed, a general loss of muscle tone, 

decreased physical activity, reduction in taste or smell which affects eating habits, leading to eating and drinking less, plus 

some people, especially ones that live alone, have more difficulty with functional activities such as cooking and meal 

preparation.  There are natural remedies that may be tried and may take care of the problem.  If it does not, a doctor 

should be informed to make sure there is not a larger, more serious condition causing the constipation.         

While constipation has a different meaning based on your age, it should always be taken seriously.  If traditional, natural 

methods to avoid constipation are used, many patients’ cases will be taken care of.  For those that aren’t, sometimes a 

gentle stool softener or even a gentle laxative may be required.  You should never take more of any medication than the 

label states, unless directed by a doctor.  Children should be seen by a doctor or have consulted with a health professional 

before starting any medication for constipation, even if it is an over-the-counter product.  Elderly patients should also 

have any bouts of constipation closely monitored in order to head off any issues with an even greater problem.  For all 

children and adults, maintaining a healthy, fiber-rich diet and making time for exercise or some form of physical activity 

will greatly help you avoid constipation, plus contribute to a generally healthier, more active lifestyle that will ultimately 

result in happier, healthier people all around. 

 
Blog entry – 526 word count – Client keywords - custom mosaic glass tile 

Custom Mosaic Glass Tiles: Customize Your Life and Home 

Custom mosaic glass tile is a rarity in itself to find at good quality and at a reasonable price. Mosaic tiles are small square 

glass tiles, no more than 2inches (5cm.) on each side that when put together with thousands others, they create a grand 

picture on a wall. Their small size makes it simpler to combine more colors and shapes. Most mosaics are made using 



 
porcelain, ceramic, limestone, natural stone and marble. Mosaic glass tiles, however, provide a more smooth and glossy 

appearance than other mediums.  

Mosaics made of custom mosaic glass tiles were a craftsmanship that goes as far back as the ancient years. Cultures 

expressed their creativity, skills and stories using glass tiles amongst other materials such as gold and terracotta stone, for 

the sake of one image. To this day, custom mosaic glass tile designers copy the techniques, color coordination and style of 

our ancestors, using them as blueprints to modern-day designs and tile craftsmanship.  

Glass tiles are made by fusing and permeating pigments onto the glass as it melts, and the creation of custom mosaic glass 

tiles is no different. Even the process of laying them on the ground or wall is the same as that of laying any other kind of 

tile. Mosaic designers use a thinset mortar to bind the tile to the surface. Once the tiles are in place, their surfaces are 

grated down to look and feel smooth and glossy. They are then polished and sealed to keep dirt and other particles out of 

the grout.  

Custom mosaic tiles are recommended by home designers and entrepreneurs because they can withstand grime, mold, and 

moisture buildup hence why they are primarily installed in rooms such as kitchens, bathrooms and pool areas. Home 

owners also appreciate the enhanced aesthetic appeal that they project in the rooms they place them in. The addition of 

custom mosaic glass tiles in a room provide a more soothing and vibrant atmosphere, making the room not only ideal to 

be in because of its appearance but also due to its comforting environment.  

Custom mosaic glass tiles come in eight different modern-day designs of which you can choose from:  

1. Luna glass tiles are cloudy in their appearance but that look projects a very peaceful mood. 

2. Geometric shaped glass tiles are a mixture of light and dark colors usually black and white.  

3. True glass tiles have bubbles in the tile and they are also felt on their surface. 

4. Zumi glass tiles are made by folding a sheet of glass multiple times until it reaches a certain shade of color.  

5. Stained glass tiles are a mixture of many different colors.  

6. Katami glass tiles are cut in complex shapes and are made of many colors. Their intricately cut edges are fit 

together like puzzle pieces.  

7. Sunshine glass tiles have a smooth, lustrous and vibrantly colored surface. 

8. Water and sky glass tiles duplicate the water’s ripples. 

There is a variety of custom mosaic glass tiles to choose from at Susan Jablon Mosaics. For more information on the 

styles and colors that may fit your home or to order, please visit http://www.susanjablon.com/.  

 

Blog entry – 489 word count – Client keywords - mosaic glass tile 

Mosaic Glass Tiles: Design, Blend & Remodel 

Mosaic glass tile designs and wall backsplashes have been a popular form of wall decoration since 25,000 B.C. The most 

intricate designs unearthed were from the time of the Byzantine Empire. Mosaic tiles are squared pieces of glass, ceramic, 

porcelain, limestone, marble or natural stone that is cut no more than 2 inches (5 cm.) all around. Put together with their 

vibrant colors, patterns and shapes, they form exquisite pieces of art work just from the combination of thousands of 

pieces of glass and tiles, which enhance the image of a building or home. Originally, the ancient masters of this art used 

terracotta stone, gold and glass and to this day, modern designers still copy their techniques.  

At the time, mosaic glass tiles expressed a culture’s ingenuity and craftsmanship; today, they are used to improve the 

image of a home, wall, pool or building and to add ornamental appeal to certain locations. The main reason why most 

http://www.susanjablon.com/


 
home experts recommend mosaic glass tiles is because they can withstand grout, grime, mold and moisture unlike other 

surfaces in your home. Laying the mosaic glass tiles is a process no different than laying regular tiles:  

1. A thinset mortar is used to lay the mosaic glass tiles down so that they would stick to the surface of the ground.  

2. After the tiles are set, they are grated so as to smoothen out their surface. 

3. After the surface is smooth, they are polished and sealed as to keep dust and dirt from going into the grout.  

There are eight contemporary designs to choose from when contemplating the design and color of the mosaic glass tiles:  

9. True glass tiles were founded in the 17th century and have bubble designs in their texture. 

10. Water and sky glass tiles mimic the water’s surface. 

11. Stained glass tiles are merged with different colors. 

12. Katami glass tiles contain complicated colors and shapes and due to their intricately cut edges, they are fit 

together like puzzle pieces.  

13. Sunshine glass tiles have a smooth and glossy texture. 

14. Zumi glass tiles are made from a sheet of glass that is folded over multiple times thus giving a different feel and 

color each time. 

15. Luna glass tiles have a very cloudy appearance and provide a smooth and calm atmosphere. 

16. Geometric shaped glass tiles are a mixture of light and dark colors.  

Mosaic glass tiles are one of the most popular ways for one to decorate their home’s floors and walls, particularly spaces 

such as the kitchen and bathroom. It is an ancient art that interior designers, home owners and entrepreneurs prefer to use 

to enhance the appeal of homes, buildings or other locations, both externally and internally.  

For more information on mosaic glass tiles, their craftsmanship and their usage, please visit Susan Jablon Mosaics at 

http://www.susanjablon.com/. We have a vast inventory of colors and textures to choose from for your home’s 

remodeling.  

 
Blog entry - 394 word count – Content for cooking/kitchen implements blog 

Peanut Butter Chocolate "Mookies" Recipe 

Not Quite a Muffin, Not Quite a Cookie - the Mookie is Something Special in Between 

 

The PB-Chocolate Mookie is a unique taste sensation. It's somewhere between a muffin and a cookie, with a wonderful 

ooey-gooey melted peanut butter and chocolate center. This is a recipe I love to make around the holidays, but it makes a 

great treat any time of year. From start to finish you'll need about 30 minutes. It's quick, easy and the taste is magnificent!  

You will need the following ingredients:  

1/2 cup (1 stick) of softened butter or margarine  

1/2 cup of well-packed light brown sugar  

1/2 cup of granulated sugar  

1/2 cup of creamy peanut butter  

1 egg  

http://www.susanjablon.com/


 
1/2 teaspoon of vanilla extract  

1 1/2 cups of all-purpose flour  

3/4 teaspoon of baking soda  

1/2 teaspoon of salt  

About 40 miniature sized peanut butter cups  

You'll need to start by preheating your oven to 375 degrees. Now, if your peanut butter cups are individually wrapped 

you'll really find it helpful to unwrap them and place them in a bowl. Line small muffin cups (the 1 3/4 inch diameter size) 

with paper non-stick baking cup liners.  

Now the mixing begins! In a large bowl combine the butter, brown and granulated sugars, creamy peanut butter, egg and 

vanilla. Beat the ingredients together until they are nice and fluffy. In another large bowl, stir together the flour, baking 

soda and salt. You will now need to gradually add the butter mixture into this bowl, beating it until well blended.  

Now you're ready to shape your dough balls. Shape your dough into balls that are approximately 1 inch in size. Place one 

in the center of each paper-lined muffin cup. Do not flatten the balls.  

Bake the mookies for 10 to 12 minutes or until they are puffed and turning a light brown. Remove them from the oven and 

immediately press a peanut butter cup into the center of each mookie. The candy will melt into an ooey-gooey, oh-so-

good, chocolaty - peanut buttery luscious lump.  

WARNING: As tempting as it may be to grab that little goodie and pop it in your mouth, you must resist! Always allow 

your mookies to cool completely before serving them. If you have any leftovers, and note that I stress the "if" part, you 

can store them in an airtight container for a couple of weeks...but realistically, you'll probably never have to worry about 

having extras left over. Enjoy your mookies!  

 

Blog entry - 471 word count – Client keywords - meteorite rings 

Meteorite Rings: Custom-Made Designs and the Rare Crafting of a Universal Mineral  

People will always be moved emotionally by the beauty and perfection of jewelry pieces. But there’s no place in the world 

that produces rare and breath-taking items like the ones done by hand, one-by-one with passion and care. This jewelry 

crafting service can fashion any design of rings from any material, whether it’s wood, deer antlers, titanium, or the 

exceptional meteorite. Meteorite rings as the name implies are rings forged or containing meteorite. This rare stone 

provides an even more unique appeal to meteorite rings that clients cannot resist but want for their loved ones. This is one 

of the few, if any, services that mold, craft and design meteorite rings for their clients according to their requests.  

Meteorite rings have existed for thousands of years but very little is remembered or known about them because of the 

rarity of the art of crafting such pieces. Not only is the stone itself difficult to come by, but the skill of creating jewelry 

and rings out of such a unique mineral is even more exceptional. Unfortunately, very few people in the world have heard 

of or know about meteorite rings, but those few that are aware of the beauty of this universal stone are also familiar with 

the exceptional services and designs forged by our unique service.  

Meteorite rings and their designs and meanings are not made with the typical disapproval that other rings from different 

elements are created from. While many rings are made from gold, silver, platinum or black pearl, none of those materials 

contain the uniqueness in texture, color, shape and versatility of meteorite rings as those designed by us. There is a certain 



 
degree of passion, self-discipline and persistence while forging a piece of jewelry that today’s fast-paced and mass 

producing jewel-crafting world does not have. All is not lost, however, with this jewelry making service. Clients can 

choose from their wide selection of meteorite rings, wood rings or deer antler rings, or if they are feeling particularly 

unique in their desires, they can send in the design they want for their rings and this service will craft it for them with the 

same passion and care that they crafted every other ring.  

What better way is there than to show the one you deeply care about how rare and special they are in your life, than with a 

meteorite ring designed by our service. No other jewel-crafting service out there can understand the passion and rarity that 

goes behind forging such an uncommon mineral into a piece of art to adorn.  

 

Visit Johan at http://www.jewelrybyjohanonline.com/ and choose from their wide selection of rings and other jeweled 

ornaments that are available for the public to see. Whether you’re interested in already existing designs or want 

something new, Johan can create the most unique meteorite ring just for you.  

 
 
Blog entry - 456 word count – Client keywords - titanium wedding bands  
 

Titanium Wedding Bands: A Lasting and Durable Material for an Everlasting Passion 

Titanium wedding bands symbolize endurance and deeply welded passion for the two lovebirds. Titanium is a durable and 

long-lasting element that many jewelers and jeweler crafters use in their items. Over the years of crafting ornamental 

pieces, it was discovered that this mineral is even stronger when mixed with other alloys so as to enhance its properties. In 

our jewel crafting world, titanium is essential to the pieces designed. Titanium wedding bands are one of the prime 

examples of passion and care that the crafters put into their art for their clients. You can find out more information about 

our titanium ring bands, as well as view a wide selection of other items at our online store. 

Titanium wedding bands are made from the highly durable and yet quite lightweight metal, titanium. Most of the time, 

their appearance is that of a silver or gray hue that projects its immense level of durability for the wearer. Our jewel 

crafters put immense passion and care into crafting their titanium pieces for their customers. Though wearing titanium 

jewelry is a century old practice, it has spread to every point of the world and titanium ornament clients cannot resist the 

versatility that this material provides. Our jewel crafting services are part of a thousand or more year old industry. 

Unfortunately, due to mass productions, immense numbers of demands and such vast technological advances, many 

jewelry makers have lost the essence and passion behind the true art of crafting jewelry. Only our services and a handful 

of other jewel makers in the world remain that perform their skill from scratch, melting the minerals, molding them, 

welding them and crafting them into attractive and unique pieces of art unlike any other.  

The significance of wedding bands is deep and filled with ardor and resilience. It would only be understandable that our 

jewelry makers would put the same amount of passion and care into creating a titanium wedding band. Customers that 

understand the history and long-lasting symbolism behind the use of titanium, also understand the exquisiteness of our art 

and custom made works. The level of respect that hand jewel crafting once possessed, has been lost over the years but it is 

thanks to our exceptional service that clients now see the perseverance of crafting items such as those done by us like their 

exquisite titanium wedding bands. 

Don’t miss your chance to come across and order some of the finest pieces of titanium wedding bands ever designed by 

hand according to your wishes by Johan. Visit our site at http://www.jewelrybyjohanonline.com/ for a closer look or 

research on the materials they use to make your custom made jewelry pieces everlasting and filled with the passion that 

you share for your loved one.  

http://www.jewelrybyjohanonline.com/
http://www.jewelrybyjohanonline.com/


 
 
Blog entry - 374 word count – Request for equipment review for voiceover industry site 

The Audio-Technica AT2020 USB Cardioid Condenser Microphone – Affordable Price, 

Excellent Quality! 

If you're in the market for a new microphone you are probably overwhelmed with all of the choices that are available. The 

Audio-Technica AT2020 USB microphone is my personal microphone of choice. I highly recommend this product to both 

newcomers to the field and seasoned professionals of the industry. This cardioid condenser mic is great for anyone 

looking to affordably set up a home studio or replace an out-of-date mic that has seen better days. It has a very isolated 

pickup and rarely catches any unwanted noises from behind or beside.  

 

While it isn't the cheapest choice on the market, it is reasonably priced and delivers a beautiful, rich sound that I find 

superior to some of the more pricy options. This model is found for sale on many different retailers' websites, so I highly 

suggest you do a little comparative price shopping before you make a purchase if you're looking to save money. The 

Audio-Technica AT2020 USB microphone is a side-address mic ideal for voiceovers, music, or any other acoustic audio 

you may need to record. An added bonus is just how easy it is to get set up on your computer - and that goes for PC or 

Mac! Another big plus - there is no need for a pre-amp or any other costly processing devices. This mic can be plugged 

right in to your USB port and you're ready to go! The digital output is wonderful and every client I've had since 

purchasing this mic over a year ago has been greatly satisfied with the sound quality it provided. I've used this mic for a 

wide range of projects and have yet to have a single problem. It has a threaded pivoting stand mount and comes with a 

tripod desk stand that has proven to be sturdier than first impression. It is easily portable, moderately priced, and delivers 

a high-quality, rich, professional sounding recording every time.  

 

I've been doing voiceovers for over 10 years now and with all that changes that have come to the industry, one thing 

remains true in every case - quality is key. You're voice can only sound as professional as the quality of equipment you're 

using to record it. This microphone provides that quality for me.  

 

Blog entry – 198 word count - Request for same product in review above, edited for short blog entry 

The Audio-Technica AT2020 USB Cardioid Condenser Microphone   

Looking for a new microphone?  The Audio-Technica AT2020 USB microphone comes highly recommend for both 

amateurs and veteran professionals.  This cardioid condenser mic is perfect for affordably setting up a home studio or 

replacing out-of-date equipment.  Featuring a very isolated pickup offers minimization of unwanted noises from behind 

and beside.   Audio-Technica offers a reasonably priced mic that delivers beautiful, rich sound rivaling many pricier 

options.  Found on many retailers’ websites, a little comparative price shopping before buying could save you money.  

The AT2020 is a side-address mic ideal for voiceovers, music, and other acoustic audio.  Incredibly easy to set up on both 

PC and Mac computers, this USB microphone eliminates the need for pre-amp and other expensive processing devices.  

Just plug it in to your USB port and you’re ready to go!  The digital output is incredible and the portability allows 

versatility for a wide range of projects.  This outstanding microphone has a threaded pivoting stand mount and comes with 

a tripod desk stand.  With all that changes in the recording industry, one thing remains true– quality is key.  You only 

sound as professional as the quality of your equipment.  This Audio-Technica AT2020 USB microphone provides true 

quality. 

 

Blog entry – word count 433 – Client requested blog entry about negative effects of BP oil spill on humans 

http://www.audio-technica.com/


 

Let’s Say a Sarcastic ‘Thank You’ to BP’s Contribution to Human Mutation 

Research shows that Gulf coast residents and tourists that came into contact with any water or air-borne chemicals since 

the oil spill now have damaged DNA. DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) is hereditary material in all living objects that is 

passed down to future generations through procreation. With altered DNA, those residents and tourists—especially 

women—are likely to pass down mutated genes to the next generation, as well as develop cancer or bear children with 

birth defects.  

No matter what the age or sex, anyone who was in the Gulf coast area at the time of and after the oil spill, has already or 

will in the future develop health problems primarily to their respiratory or digestive systems and skin. The level of 

severity will depend on the individual itself: some people have already experienced symptoms of diarrhea, lethargy, 

nausea, gastro-intestinal problems and headaches while others developed asthma, bronchitis and persistent coughs. This 

doesn’t even cover the psychological effects of the spill which range from depression to insomnia to suicide to post-

traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).  

There are children as young as 3 who have three times the normal level of organic hydrocarbon in their bloodstream, 

which is a chemical compound of hydrogen and carbon and is highly flammable such as methane gas. Others have five 

times the amount of ethyl benzene which causes human mutations.  

The Government Accountability Project (GAP) started investigating health risks in the Gulf area last summer, and most of 

the residents at the time reported irritation in the eyes, skin and respiratory systems; they named it the “BP rash”. Other 

inhabitants had short-term memory loss, kidney failures and miscarriages.  

To make matters worse, physicians in the Gulf coast area do not have the expertise to link the oil spill’s contaminants and 

toxins to the severe health modifications that the residents are experiencing. There are less than a handful of toxicologists 

in the area that can assess the situation. The medical director for emergency services at West Jefferson Medical Center, 

Dr. Robert Chugden, argues, “I think it's certainly too early to tell this spill's full health impact."  

There are over 150,000 names in the database of people that are experiencing similar symptoms since the oil spill. Most of 

them cannot be contacted because they lost jobs and homes and had to move in with friends and families. About 50,000 of 

those are clean-up workers that are currently undergoing major health hazards due to their 12-hour/7 days-a-week 

exposure to the oil’s toxins. Everyone agrees that they’re tired of being sick.  

 

Blog entry – 523 word count – Client requested entry on new eligibility of Tampa residents 

Tampa Residents Are Now Eligible to File Claims at OilClaims.org 

The Deepwater Horizon incident ejected millions of gallons of oil into the Gulf of Mexico and two years later, remnants 

of that fateful day are still washing ashore Florida’s once pristine beaches. The black globs of tar and oil have affected 

tourism and shut down many other businesses, which in turn gave Florida’s economy and coastal environment a turn for 

the worse. After months of debating and confrontations, the state of Florida has decided to recover $2 billion worth of 

spill damages from British Petroleum along with the help of a team of attorneys that are working as co-counsel with the 

Attorney General’s office.  

This means Tampa residents are now eligible to file their claims against BP through OilClaims.org. Business owners, 

employees, managers and home owners can now recover past and future losses of wages, earnings, profits, benefits, 

businesses, employment and sea-side properties. These include retail, hospitality, tourism and restaurant businesses.   

Claims can now be handled in two ways:  



 
1. Through the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA) which addressed a wide range of issues revolving around the 

prevention, response to and payment of any oil pollution incidents (established after the Exxon spill of 1989).  

2. Through the court system.  

Claimants are required to file their case through the OPA if oil has touched their property (home or boat) or business. If 

they have filed a previous suit, then they are not allowed to file another claim using the OPA until that previous suit is 

complete. BP will have 90 days to then process the claim and either choose to settle or reject it. If the claim is rejected, the 

plaintiff may file suit or make a claim to the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund.  

Part of any claim requires evidence of the alleged damage. This can be proven using tax returns or profit statements if it is 

an economic claim. In regards to persons or property, claimants may use photos, videos, medical records, bills and repair 

and clean-up estimates. 

“Am I eligible to make a claim?” you may ask.  To make the process easier, plaintiffs are encouraged to first find out what 

claims are eligible.  By starting the claim process through OilClaims.org, we can aid in determining what claims you may 

be able to file under.  Some examples of the claims you may be eligible for include:  

1. Lost business profits and individual income losses claims 

2. Property damage claims  

3. Health problems or risks from the oil or chemical dispersants claims  

4. Injuries and health risks due to the clean-up claims  

5. Environmental damage claims  

6. Wrongful death or injury by rig workers and their families claims  

7. Lawsuits by the State government claims  

8. BP shareholder lawsuit claims  

It is advised that potential claimants contact us at OilClaims.org by submitting your information via our online form or by 

calling our toll-free number (1-800-414-BPCLAIM) to see how you can let us handle the entire claims process for you. 

Claimants should also have photos and documents ready to use as evidence as part of their claim petition.  One call to 1-

800-414-BPCLAIM will start you on the path to recovering what you’re owed.  

 


